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ABSTRACT. Raouf Doss has given a sufficient condition for a measurable

function <j> on a measurable subset A of an LCA group T to be the restriction

(l.a.e.) to A of the Fourier transform of a bounded measure, i.e., a Fourier mul-

tiplier of type (1, 1).  We generalise Doss' theorem, and prove that, if the mea-

surable function 0 on A is approximable on finite subsets of A by trigonometric

polynomials which are Fourier multipliers of type (p, p) on T of norms no great-

er than C, then 0 is equal locally almost everywhere to the restriction to A of a

Fourier multiplier of type (p, p) and norm no greater than C.

Before we prove the main theorem, we shall give some definitions and prove

a converse of the theorem for continuous multipliers.  By G and T, we shall de-

note dual LCA groups, with Haar measures dx and dy respectively. The group G

with the discrete topology is denoted Gd; its dual is V, the Bohr compactification

of T. The continuous injection of T into T is denoted j3; by ß we denote the in-

jection of Gd onto G. The extended real numbers p and p satisfy 1 < p < °°

and p_1 + p'_1 = 1; AP(G) is the usual Lebesgue space on G. CiG) is the space

of bounded continuous functions on G, with the supremum norm; CQiG) is the

space of continuous functions which tend to zero at infinity, and CciG) is the

space of continuous functions with compact supports; both these spaces are

normed as subspaces of CiG). The Fourier transform of a function / is denoted

/; ACT) is the space of Fourier transforms of functions in L1(G), with the inherit-

ed norm. The subspace of A1 n AiG) of functions whose Fourier transforms

have compact supports is denoted F/1C(G).

A (Fourier) multiplier of type (p, p) on T is a bounded measurable function

0 on T such that, for any /, g in CC(G),

(1.1) Mr*(7)/(7)¿(7)<*7 <cißM,

We shall identify such functions which are equal locally almost everywhere (l.a.e.)—

then the space of (Fourier) multipliers of type (p, p) is a Banach algebra, denoted

Mp(r); the norm of * is the least admissible value of C in the inequality (1.1).
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It is known that

L~<n = M2{T) DMp{T) 2MxiT) - BiD

{B{F) is the space of Fourier transforms of bounded measures on G, with the in-

herited norm), and IKpH«, < ll$llM < ll$HB. Consequently, the closure of ^(r)

in Mp{T), denoted mp(V), is a subspace of C0(r).

The space Mp{V) is the dual space of the space Ap{G) introduced by A.

Figà-Talamanca [5]. Ap{G) is the image under the continuous mapping / ® g —►

/•* g of the completed projective tensor product Lp{G) ® IP (G) into C0{G).

The duality is, when $ E Mp{V) and h G Ap{G),

(1 -2) <*, h) =Z f $(7)/„(7)l„(7) dy,
i    l

where f„,gnE CC{G), Z~ll/„llp\\gn\\p- < ~, and A = 2^4 * *„• It is known

that C0(G) = ^!(G) D>lp(G) ^A2{G) = A{G), and that the corresponding norm

inequalities hold. By Bp{G), we denote the algebra of (pointwise) multipliers of

Ap{G), and give it the obvious norm. If/Gylp(G), ll/ll^   = WfWB    [6], so

Ap{G) is a closed ideal of Bp{G).

C{G) = B,{G) DBp{G) DB2{G) = B{G),

and again the corresponding norm inequalities hold. If 1 < p < °°, it is known

that Bp{G) is the dual space of mp(T) [7]. The duality is, for h G Bp{G) and

$Gmp(r),

<<ï>,/i>= liml>„ *Äo(0),
n-»oo

where i>„ G yl(r) and ll$„ - i>llM   —* 0 as n —*■ °°, and hv is the reflection of h:

hu{x) = h{-x). This duality coincides with that of (1.2) when <ï> G mp{T) and

h EAAG). We note that one can (and we shall) define <i>, h) meaningfully for

larger sets than we have done.

Our first theorem concerns the local behaviour of multipliers, generalizing

Theorem 1 of [2]. Let K be a compact subset of T, and let mp{K) be the alge-

bra of restrictions to K of elements of mp(r), defined to be the quotient

m AT) modulo the ideal i{K) of wip(T)-functions which vanish on K.

Consider the mapping ß*: mp(ñ —► Mp O C(H defined by the rule ß*:

0 —> 0 » ß; Lohoué [8] and Saeki [9] have shown that ß* is norm-decreasing.

Further, if 0 G iwp(r), there exist 0„ in ̂ (F) such that Il0„ - 0llM ̂  —*■ 0, so

0 • j3*0„ G ¿(r) and 110 • ß*<pn - 0 • 0*0 l!M (D —► 0, where 0 G ACT) and 0

takes the value one on K, i.e., for any 0 in m (T) there exists <f> in mp{T) such

that |3*0 and <p' are equal on K. Finally, if 0 G i{ß{K)), then 0*0 vanishes on K.

Therefore ß* induces a quotient map denoted ß* from mp{ß{K)) into mp{K). It

is easily seen that 0* is one-to-one and decreases norms.

Let BAK) be the annihilator of i(ZC) in BAG). Consider the mapping 0*:
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BpiG) -* BpiGd), defined by the rule ¿3*: /—>/<> 0, and its restriction to A>p(A:).

Lohoué [8] has shown that ß* is an isometry; further, it is readily checked that,

if /£ BpiG) and 0 £ mp(f ), <0, ß*f) = (ß*<p, f) (where we interpret J3*0 as

hm„^ooj3*0„' where K e A(r) and lim„— "0 - 0„HM   = 0). Therefore the re-

striction of ß   to Bp(K) maps into B (ß(K)), and is the adjoint map of the quo-

tient map ß* (in the cases where q = 1 or <*>, the restriction map extends unique-

ly to the adjoint map of j3* and this adjoint map is an isometry). A monomor-

phism whose adjoint is an isometry is itself an isometry [4, VI. 6]; we have there-

fore proved:

Theorem 1. The algebra of restrictions of mp(T)-multipliers to the compact

subset KofY is isomorphic and isometric to the algebra of restrictions ofmJT)-

multipliers to |3(AT).

Corollary. An m (rymultiplier 0 may be approximated on finite subsets

of T by trigonometric polynomials whose norms, as multipliers of type ip, p) on

r, are bounded by the ip, p)-multiplier norm of 0.

This follows from a theorem of Lohoué [8] and Saeki [9], which states that,

for $ £ M.n C(f), II $ o ß\\M   = llí>llM . We may extend this corollary to any

continuous multiplier 0 using several results of Lohoué [8]. Let A be a finite sub-

set of T; denote by 5 the continuous map of Td onto T and by 6 the injection

of G into G, then 0 o S £ M (Td), and further, there exists a net of measures

ipa)aŒA supported in finite subsets of §(G) such that, for every /£ AJG),

\imA(pa,f) = <0 o 8,f) and lljûallM   < 110 ° 5llM . If we consider /£ ô_1(A),

we see that \xmA(pa, §_1(7)> = 0(7) for 7 £ A, so defining <pa by the rule <pa o

ô = pa, we have a net (<t>a)aeA of trigonometric polynomials on T such that

timA 0a(7) = 0(7) for all 7 £ A and \\<t>aWM   < 11011^ ; the corollary therefore

holds for continuous multipliers.

The author [1] has shown also that the algebra of restrictions of M  n

C(r)-functions to the compact subset K of T is isomorphic and isometric to the

algebra of restrictions of M   n C(r)-functions to ß(K). To reproduce the proof

would obscure the essence of this paper, namely, Theorem 2, which follows di-

rectly. Theorem 2 is a generalisation of the main theorem of Doss' paper [3], to

which this paper owes much.

Theorem 2. Let (pbe a measurable function on the measurable subset A

of T. If 0 can be uniformly approximated on finite subsets of A by trigonometric

polynomials t such that \\t\\M   < C, then 0 is the restriction to A of a function

4> in Mp(V) such that ll*llM P<C.

Proof. The theorem is trivial if A is locally null, so we shall assume the

contrary; further, we observe that the hypotheses of the theorem imply that 0 is
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bounded (by C). Because Mp(T) is the dual space of Ap{G), it suffices to show

that, if/is in L°°{T) and vanishes off the compact subset A0 of A,

(2.1) I   d70(7)/(7)K< <C\\f\\Ap{G).

For the Hahn-Banach theorem then shows that there is a multiplier $ in MAT)

suchthat ll«I>llM   <Cand

JAd7-i(7)/(7) = JAd70(7)/(7)

for any / in ¿"(F) vanishing off some compact subset of A. It follows that 0 =

$ (locally almost everywhere) on A. For convenience, we shall extend 0 to a

function 0 on T by taking 0 to be zero off A.

A key observation to be made is that, if / is in Z,°°(r) and vanishes off the

compact subset A0 of A, then

JAod70(7)/(7) - (0/T(O) = j"dx(0/r(x)a(x),

where a is a nonnegative ,4c(G)-function with support V "close" to 0 in G, and a

also satisfies the condition that fvdxu{x) = 1.  In fact, if F is "small enough",

f    d70(7)/(7)= Jdx(0/r(x)5(x)a(x)
•'"0

for any ¿> in A0, since, as x tends to 0 in G, 5(x) tends to 1 uniformly for 6 in

the compact set A0. This approximation is needed for technical reasons which

will become apparent later.

By Theorem 1 (the case where p = 1 and 0 is the injection of G into its

Bohr compactification G), a may be written as an absolutely convergent trigono-

metric series 2~ônSn on an arbitrarily large compact set K0. We have then that

JAod70(7)/(7) = JJCodx(0/)"(x)S(x)Zo„o„(x)

= jKodx{<pfT{x)Èb„{8 + 6„)(x),

(5 + 5„) being the group theoretic sum of 6 and 5„.

If it happened that (0// vanished off Zv0, we could write, using the inver-

sion theorem,
TV

f    d70(7)/(7) = ZM(5 + 5„)/(S + 5„) =Z&„0(5 + 5„)/(5 + ô„)
J Ao i l

for large N, because S™ lo„l < °°. In the formal proof below, the function (0 • /)

is regularised to (0/) * k, where k is supported in K0, in order to validate the use

of the inversion theorem.

Since 0 can be approximated on the finite subset {5 + Sx, . . . , S + 8N} O

A of A by trigonometric polynomials t with llillM   no greater than C,
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f    dy<Hy)fiy)
J An

N

2>„0(5+5„)/(5+ó-„)

(2.2)

N

Za„í(5+8„)/(8+o„)

<C
N

Zbnfi5+8n)i8+8n)
i Bp(G)

The essence of the formal proof is the estimation of

N

ZKfi8+8„)i8+8n)\

All we really need to show is that, for any small positive e,

(2.3)

N

2>„/(S+S„)(5+ô„)
Bp(G)

11/11Ap(G) + e,

for some 5 in A0 because then (2.1) can be established. The proof of this in-

equality involves régularisation offtof*k, where k is in E4c(r).

The régularisation of 0/ and / necessitates that we obtain integral estimates

for (0/KO) and II ̂/»„/(S + S„)(S + 5„)IIB .  Rather than prove (22) and

(2.3) directly, we are obliged to first establish that

N

L0dô UAo^^)A7) -ZM(5 + U/(5 + U <e

and

Ld8>
N

Zb„fi8+8„)i8+8n)
Bp(G)

<M(A0)H/\p(G) + e,

where p(A0) is the Haar measure of A0. From these "randomised" estimates, we

deduce the "pointwise" estimates (2.2) and (23) by measure theoretic arguments.

Lemma 1 shows how to construct a particular trigonometric series %bn8n.

Lemma 2 establishes the integral estimates indicated above. This proof relies on

the fact that the polynomial 2ô„8„ of Lemma 1 can be chosen with sufficiently

weak dependence on 0 and /to permit régularisation of/and 0/

Lemma 1. Let Gx be an LCA group of the form R" © Tb © D, where a

and b are nonnegative integers and D is a discrete group. Let VQ be a neighbor-

hood of 0 in Gx which is a direct sum of compact symmetric neighborhoods of

0 in the R and T summands occurring inGx, and of the neighbourhood {0} of 0

in D. Denote by u the function miV0)~2xVQ * Xy0 on Gx, where m and *
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represent the Haar measure and convolution on Gt respectively.  Then

(a)a>0,

(b) a vanishes outside V0 + V0,

(diGldxu{x)= 1.

To any compact set K0 containing V0 + V0, we can associate a trigono-

metric series qonGx: q = 2™bttyn  {yn in the dual group Tl ofG^ such that

{d)2\-\bn\ = m{V0Tx,

(e) a(x) = Sro„_7„(x)  VxG7i0.

Further, denoting by m and * the Haar measure and convolution on the Bohr

compactification Gj of G x, we can write the unique continuous extension q of

the almost periodic function qonGx to Gx in the following manner:

{f)q = m{V0)-xm{UrXXu*Xu, _

where U is a closed symmetric subset of Gt such that

(g) /jc0dx XryiJ + x) < m{V0) VJ E_G1 ;

here we regard Gj as a dense subgroup of Gx.

Proof. Case (i). Gx = T. The group T is its own Bohr compactification.

Let ¿7 be the set VQ and let I,™bnyn be the Fourier series of a. Evidently a,

2"¿>„7„ and U satisfy the conditions of the lemma.

Case (ii). Gj = R. Take an interval [-Z/2, Z/2) containing KQ in its interior,

and identify this interval with the quotient group RlIZ. The injection 0 of R in-

to R induces a homeomorphic isomorphism 0O of RlIZ onto the quotient group

RlH, where H is the closure in R of ß{IZ). We denote by tt0 and it the projections

of R onto RlIZ and R onto RlH respectively; then the following diagram com-

mutes:

R    M    R

-o I
0     _

RlIZ -^ RlH

Define t/to be the subset 7r-1j307r0(F0), and let a be the trigonometric series

S"o„7„ on R such that q = mlv^rhiU^Xu * Xv-

We observe that an equivalent expression for Uis Xu = ^xeizTxXvQ>

whence, for any y in R

Í, dxXu{x+y)<m{V0).
Ao

Proof of the inequality (g) of the lemma is similar.

The series q is independent of the particular choice of Haar measure on R.

For the moment, we shall assume that the Haar measure of [-Z/2, Z/2) is equal

to the total mass of RlIZ, that 0O is measure preserving, and that the Haar mea-

sures of R and RfH are also equal. Then m{V0) = m\U), and for any x in R,
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qix) = q(ß(x)) = miV0r2Xu * XuipX*))

= m(V0T2[Xßono(v0) * Xßono(v0)] ° <#*))

= ™(V0T2[Xß0n0(V0) * Xßo7,o(Vo)]ißo«o(x))

= "W2[X2r0(K0) * Xno(VQ)Kn(x))-

We conclude that q is periodic, with period 7, and that

<7(x) = miVnT2Xv0 * XVoix),     x E [-7/2,7/2).

The function q and set U therefore satisfy the conditions of the lemma.

Case (iii). Gx = D. Choose a neighbourhood W of 0 in D such that W meets

the finite set ßiK0 - K0) in just the point 0. Let ¿7be a compact symmetric

neighbourhood of 0 in D such that U - U C W. Take q to be the function on D

given-by the formula:

q = miVQrimiUrlxu*Xu-

By the construction of U, (g) is satisfied, for ifyx and y2 both lie in j3(A"0) n

(x + U) for some x in D, then

yx - y2 E ß(K0 - K0) n (U - U) = {0}.

Since V0 is just the point {0} of D,

f   c/xXf7(x +y) = m(A-0 n ß"1^" J)) < «({0}) = m(K0).
Äo

Moreover, supp(c7) C IV since U is symmetric, and so ¿/(x) = 0 for all x in

K\ {0}.  Further, c/(0) = m(F0)_1. Now u is just the function m(Voy2xv   *

Xv0 °n D, i.e. « = rw(F0)_1Xi/0. The conditions of the lemma are therefore sat-

isfied.

Case (iv). Gx = R" © Tb © D. We view G^ as the direct sum Ra © 7* ©

A>. Any compact neighbourhood AT0 of 0 in Gx can be contained in another of

the form

[(1 - 7)/2, (7 - l)/2)a ®Tb® Kx

in Gx. Construct U, q and u for each of the summands, using this latter neigh-

bourhood, and identifying [-7/2,7/2) with R/IZ in each of the R-summands.

Take « and q on Gx and U in Gx to be the products of those u, q and U con-

structed in the summands.

Our next lemma is the core of the theorem. As we have already explained,

the result claimed can be deduced quite easily from the integral estimates obtained.
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Lemma 2. Let T be an LCA group with dual G. Let <f> and f be bounded

measurable functions on T, with f vanishing off the compact subset A0 of T.

Suppose e is a given, arbitrarily small, positive quantity.  Then, for a certain poly-

nomial 2fo„7„, the following estimates hold:

Ljy
N

(2.4)

and

(2.5)

where p. is the Haar measure on F

Z*„0(7 + 7„)/(7 + 7„) - (0/T(O)<e

N

Z*„/(7 + 7„)(7 + 7„)
l Bp(G)

</J(A0)ll/IL (G) + e,

Proof. Extend A0 to a compact neighbourhood A1 of 0 in T, and let Vx

be the open subgroup of T generated by At. We take the Haar measure on Tx

to be the restriction to Tj of that on T. Let ZZj be the annihilator of rx in G,

and take Gt to be the quotient group GlHx. From the structure theorem for

compactly generated LCA groups, Gt, which is the dual of T,, is of the form

Ra © Tb® D. If 7 is in rx, then y is constant on cosets of Hx, as are /and

(0/)", since / and 0/ are supported in Tx. Thus elements of Tj,/, and (0/)" nat-

urally define functions on Gx: we.shall deal largely with these functions.

Choose a neighbourhood V0 in Gx of the form described in Lemma 1, such

that m{V0) < 1 and, if a is the function fn{V0)~2XyQ * Xv0 0I" Lemma 1, then

f    dxa(x)7(x)(0//(x)-(0/r(O)  <6      VyeA,(2.6) 0\
0'

where S is a small quantity whose choice will be explained later. This is possible

because (0/)" is continuous and A0 is compact.

Choose k in TAAT) such that

(2.7)

and

(2.8)

ll(0/)**-0/U« <8m(F0)<5

\\f*k-f\\l<om{V0)<b-,

recall that m{V0) < 1. Enlarge the support Kx of k in Gx to a compact neigh-

bourhood K2 of 0 in Gj which contains V0 + V0. From the theorem on finitely

generated'abelian groups, A"2 generates a subgroup of Gj of the formZ?" © Tb®

{K © Zc), where K is a finite discrete group and c is a nonnegative integer; K2 is

therefore contained in a compact subset K3 of G of the form [~Mx,Mlf ®

Tb ® K ® [- Afj, Mx ]c. Let / be a positive integer so large that

(2.9) ((/+ l)//)(a+c) < 1 +5.
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Define M to be the positive integer (/ + 1)MX, and let K0 be the set [-M, M]a ©

Tb © AT © [-M, M]c. Let u and q be as in Lemma 1.

We first prove the inequality (2.4). For y in Tx, by the inversion theorem,

00 # /• 00

S/>„(0/)*fc(7 + 7„)= J_ c/x(0/r(x)fe(x)Z^(7 + %,)(*)
1 *o 1

= J_  c?x(0/Kx)fc(x)7(x)M(x).
*o

So, for any sufficiently large positive integer TV and any 7 in Tx,

(2.10) 2X(0/) * *(7 + 7„) - L c/x(0/r./?(x)7(x)«(x)"i
<S.

By (2.7), 11(0/)" .it - (0/)1L < 5, whence

f   cfx[(0/X(x)£(x) - (0/T(x)]7(xMx)
&i

<S.

Thus, from (2.6) and (2.10), for any 7 in A0,

N

XZ>„(0/)**(7 + 7„)-(0/T(O)

and therefore

A0

N

|Z&„(0/)*fc(7+7„)-(0/KO)
1

From (2.7), we conclude that

I AT

<35,

< 3Sp(A0).

Ja  d7
■J An'A0 £ Z>„0(7 + 7„)/(7 + 7„) - (0/ÏÏO)

Ja  ^JA0
ZbnW)*k -0/1(7 + 7„) + 3Sp(A0)

<Z lô„lôw(K0) + 35p(A0) <S + 35ai(A0),

and so if 5 is chosen to be less than e(l + 3p(A0))_1, inequality (2.4) is estab-

lished.

We now estimate IIZfèn/(7 + 7n)(7 + 7jl|ß (G). Our first step, the most

difficult, is to estimate

T.b„if*k)iy + yn)-(y + yn)
Bp(G)

For any 7 in Tx, E~/Jn(/ * k)(y + yn) • (7 + yn) is constant on cosets of Hx in

G, and so
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2>„a**)(7 + 7„)-(7 + 7„)
Bp(G)

Zb„if*k)iy + yn)-iy + yn)
i BP(GX)

Denote by E the almost periodic function on Gx defined by the formula

Eiy) =Zb„if* k)(y + 7„)7„Cv).
l

Since 2™ lè„l < °°, we deduce from the inversion theorem that

oo r °°

Eiy) = ZbnT_yif * k)iyn) • 7„0) - }Gidxyfkix)Zbnynix +y)

= J    dxyfkix)qix+y).&i

It follows from results of Lohoué [8] that

(2.11) Zbnif*k)iy + yn)-iy + y„) <llEllA„(G,)>
Bp(G) Apl<*l>

E being the unique continuous extension of Tí to Gx. We shall estimate \\E\\A ,G-,

in terms of \\f\\A ^G^, and hence obtain the inequality (2.5) from (2.11) and

(2.8).
The estimation of IL/Tll^ ,G <. perhaps merits some explanation. It is illu-

minating to consider the cases Gx = R, T, and D separately. Suppose first that

Gx = T. Then

E(y)= L dxyfkix)qix+y)= j' dxyfkix)uix + y).
Gx i

From Lemma 1, « is in A'(7) and llullj < 1. For any LCA group, A1 * Ap C

Ap and \\h *k\\A   < \\h\\x \\k\\A  . Since also T = f, it follows that

mAp{T) < hfk\\Ap{T) = wm\Ap(T) < *fhp(T) + s.

the last inequality being a consequence of (2.8).

Suppose now that Gx = R. We can express y fíe as a limit of sums of con-

volutions of CK (R)-functions. Let us consider one such convolution, £ * h say.

The function q on R is a convolution:

Q = m(VoylmiU)-lXu * Xv-

Informally, (g * h) * (xy * Xv) = (g * Xv) * ih * Xt/) whence
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\\(s *h)*(xu* xu)hp<jR)< V * xu\P,R)\]h * xvhp'aty

As a function on R, x¡j is a sum of translates of VQ:

Xu=   2-, TxXvQ-

Now g say is supported in [-7/2, Z/2], from which we deduce that

■* * XrAp<Ä) < ^lP(r)Hu^lHr)'

which leads us to the required inequality.

Finally, if Gx = D, we need, as above, to estimate 11^ * Xu^iPip) "*terms

of ll^llLP(£>). As a function on D, g * Xu *s a sum °f translates of Xu whose sup-

ports are disjoint, i.e.

g*Xu=Zs{xn)TXnXu>

whence

]]g * Xu\p,B) = [ZW^^Xryl^J"     = ^LP(D)h^Lp(By

which again gives the required estimate.

We now formalise the above ideas. The function yfk is in AC{GX), a sub-

space of Ap{Gx), so there exist sequences (gn)~ and (Ä„)~ of CC{G^-functions

such that

t\\gJp\\hJp'<hfk\\Ap{Gl) + *

and

Z<T„ * K = 7/fe-
i

Note that, since Ma(Gi) = WC{G{) = 1> "7^,(0 x) = l for any 7 in r,.

The same equality holds for the inverse of y, whence

«7AlUp(Gl) = ll/*^p(Gl) < ll/\p(Gl) + « = H/^p(G) + S,

the last inequality being a consequence of (2.8). We conclude that
00

(2.12) Zll^llpllÄ„llp.<ll/\p(G)+25.

Recall that * is supported inside a compact subset K2 of Gx of the form

[-Mx,Ml]a ®Tb® {K® [-Mt,MXY), and that K0 was chosen to be the sub-

set [-M, M]a ® Tb® {K® [-M, M]c) of Gx where M = (/ + l)Mx. Denote

by 0O and 03 the characteristic functions of K0 and K3 respectively, where

K3 = [Mx -M,M-Mx]a ®Tb® {K® [Mt -M,M-MXY).

Then U03ll710o * ^3 ta^es tne va'ue one on SUPP(*)> so
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7A(x) = y.f.k. 1^,17^0 * *3(*)- "W'p-^ *hn]-Wo **3](*)

= II^IIT'Z Jr dw(Tw^ . 0O) * (r_wÄ„ . 03)(x)
1    &1

by a standard argument.

Next, we recall the definition of E:

Eiy)= j    dxy.f.kix)qix+y)-
&i

We see at once that

Eiy) - JCi^ll^3«71[Ç íGMTwgn - tf0) * iT_whn . ̂ 3)(x)]c7(x +y)

(2.13)

= llMl'Ê JG/W JG/4(rw^ . tf0) * (T_WA„ . 03)](x)c7(x + j)

from Fubini's theorem.

From Lemma 1, for any g and h in C^Gj), and any y in Gx,

J     c/xg*/t(x)c7(x+j)'<M

where

and

- miVnTl miUT1 Jc dx [JcidziCx - z)Ä(z)]

• |J g dvxuix +y- v)Xu(v)\

= «(For^iT)-1 J_ duG(y -ü)Af(v),

G(i7)= JGic/x^(x)x{y(^ + û)     VÏEGX

Hiv) = J   dxA(*) X£,(* + Ü)     VÎT £ G,

by Fubini's theorem. Defining the functions Gn w and //„ w by the formulae:

Gn,w(v) = $Gidx(Twgn . 0o)(x)Xl/(x + v)     V-J£ Gx,

Hn,w<P) = iGidxiT_whn . *3)ix)xvix + v)     VÜ65,

it follows from (2.13) that
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Eiy) = H¿?t<V¿-xmrlZ 5Gld">GniW * HniWiy)

for every y in the dense subgroup Gj of Gx. We deduce by a standard argument

that

J= l^lllVFor^tt/r'Z f    dwGniW*H„tW
i    Gi

in A (Gx)and that

\\E\\A
Ap (5l) < 1*3«I1 m(Vorxm{urÍ ^dwlG^J^H^^

provided, of course, that this last expression is finite.  From Holder's inequality,

we conclude that

^h^GO < W3WV0Txiï{U)-i± [jGidwllG„iWll^p(öi)]P

(2.14)

K̂ »».Jip'aJ
-l

If g is any bounded measurable function on Gj which vanishes off K0, and

G is the function on G, defined by the formula

Gfïï) = JGi dxg{x)Xuix + v)     V¡7 G G,,

then II GII j < ll^rll j II x^r" i from Fubini's theorem. Moreover,

ICI. = supll/^dxstoxcfx + v)\: vEGj

< sup| fK dxlhjlL Xuix + û)l: ¡7G GXJ < l*l„/n(r0)

from Lemma 1. By the Riesz-Thorin interpolation theorem, for any p in [1, °°],

«Clip < ll^llpllxl;«r,'«(F0)'''~1 = l*Ip¡n(t/)p~l»W''~1.

It follows from the inequality (2.14) that

• [4/vvllTl,^ . 03IPp.']P     .

>-i
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[$Gidw\\Twgn.tQ\\ppy ' = [SGidw SGidx\gnix-w)t0ix)lp]P

= hJpHoh

by Fubini's theorem, and the translation and reflection invariance of Haar mea-

sure. A similar estimate holds for

[iGidwiT_whn.^P

so

ILFIIAp(Gx)   " "^3-1    "rO"p^ii03ii7iii0oiipii03iip.i:i^iipiiA„iiP'

<W(A-0)p_1r«(A'3)-p_1[ll/\  (G) + 26]

from the definitions of \p0 and i//3, and the inequality (2.12). Thus

1*11,(8,) < «' + 1V/)(fl+C)P"1[»/"jl,(G) +28]

<(l+8)[\\f\\Ap(G) + 28]

from the definitions of K0 and K3, and the inequality (2.9). We conclude, from

(2.11), that

Zbnif*k)(y + yn)-(y + yn)
Bp(G)

<il+8)[\\f\\A  (C) + 2S].

We can now complete the proof of Lemma 2 very easily. Because

Z KI \if * ¡c)(y + 7„)l < 5>J «/ * *0, < -,

(2.15)

N

Lbnif*k)iy+y„)-iy+yn)
i Bp(G)

(1+6)[WA (G) + 35]

for all sufficiently large N. Consequently,

N II

ZV(7 + 7„)'(7 + 7„)

<

Bp(.G)

N

Zbnif-f*k)iy + yn)-(y + yn)
Bp(G)

+ (1+0)11/1.(0 +36]

< Z>J Kf-f* k)iy + 7„)l + (i + S)[»/^_(o + 3H
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and so

Ía   d7JA0

N

Z^/(7 + 7„)-(7 + 7„)
i Bp{G)

< Z lij «Z-/ * *l, +(1 + ô)M(A0)[ll/ll^   (G) + 3S]l*„Ml/--/• * fcllj +(1 H-Ô)mCA0)[II/|I^
i p

<S+(l+6)u(A0)[ll/\p(G) + 35],

by (2.8).  Therefore, if 5 be chosen to satisfy the conditions

and

5[1 + 3u(A0)] < e

5 + (1 + 5)p(A0)[ll/IL  (G) + 35] <u(A0)H/lil  (G) +e,

and 7v* is then chosen so that both (2.10) and (2.15) are satisfied, the lemma is

proved.

Proof of Theorem 2 (continued). To prove Theorem 2, we show that the

inequality (2.1) is satisfied.

Suppose that / is a bounded measurable function vanishing outside the com-

pact subset A0 of A, and that e is any small positive quantity. By Lemma 2,

there exists a trigonometric polynomial ^bnyn such that

/.(2.16)

and

(2.17)    f    dy

dy

N

N

Z&„0(7 + 7„)/(7 + 7„) - (0/T(O)
l

< e2u(A0)

ZV/(7 + 7„)-(7 + 7„),
i \op((j)

Define the measurable subset Ax of A0 by the formula

A1=]7GA0

<M(A0)[H/ÎL  (G) + e].

N

Z V 0(7 + 7„)/(7 + 7„) - (0/)~(O)>€•

Now

:M(A,)< J"Ajd7Z bn • 0(7 + 7„)/(7 + yn) - (0/)'(O)'

so eu(Ai) < e2u(A0) from (2.16). We deduce that «(Aj) < ep{A0).

Similarly, defining A2 by the formula
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A, = \yEA0: 5>„-/(7 + 7„)(7 + 77,)
BP(G)

>il-e)-1[\\f\\Ap (0 + 4

we can deduce that p(A2) < (1 - e)p(A0). Consequently, p(Aj U A2) < p(A0);

take 70 in A0\(AX U A2). Then

(2.18)

and

(2.19)

TV

Z />„0(7o + 7„)/(7o + 7„) - (0/KO)
l

<e

TV

T,bnf(y0 +7„)-(70 +7„)
i Bp(G)

<(l-e)-1[ll/IL (G) + 4

Let A3 be the set A0 n [y0 + yn: n = 1, 2, . . . ,N}. The hypothesis of

the theorem implies that there is a trigonometric polynomial t on T such that

MM   <Cand

li(7) - 0(7)1 < e[z lôj • H/IL]"        V7 e A3-

Since /(70 + yn) vanishes unless 70 + 7„ is in A0,

f(7o+7„)/(7o + 7„)-(0/KO)  <2e

from (2.18). Therefore

N

j   c/70(7)/(7) S*^(7o+7„)/(7o+7„)  +2e
l I

j   dKx)Zbnfiy0 + 7„)(7o + 7n)(x) + 2e.

However ? is a discrete measure with finite support, and AJG) contains a local

unit, so

f   ¿70(7)/(7)< M
Mr

N

T, bnfiy0 +7„)(70 +7„)
i Bp(G)

+ 2e.

Taking (2.19) into account, we deduce that

j   dy<t>(y)fiy)<C(l-e)-1[ll/IL (o + e] + 2e,

but e can be arbitrarily small, proving the inequality (2.1) and thereby the theo-

rem.
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